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Abstract
SGR 0418+5729 is a “Rosetta Stone” for deciphering the energy source of Soft Gamma Ray Repeaters
(SGRs) and Anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs). We show a model based on canonical physics and astro-
physics for SGRs and AXPs powered by massive highly magnetized rotating white dwarfs (WDs), in total
analogy with pulsars powered by rotating neutron stars (NSs). We predict for SGR 0418+5729 a lower
limit for its spin-down rate, P˙ ≥LXP
3/(4pi2I) = 1.18×10−16 where I is the moment of inertia of the WD.
We show for SGRs and AXPs that, the occurrence of the glitch and the gain of rotational energy, is due to
the release of gravitational energy associated to the contraction and decrease of the moment of inertia of
the WDs. The steady emission and the outburst following the glitch are explained by the loss of rotational
energy of the Wds, in view of the much larger moment of inertia of the WDs, as compared to the one
of NSs and/or quark stars. There is no need here to invoke the unorthodox concept of magnetic energy
release due to decay of overcritical magnetic fields, as assumed in the magnetar model. A new astrophys-
ical scenario for the SGRs and AXPs associated to Supernova remnants is presented. The observational
campaigns of the X-ray Japanese satellite Suzaku on AE Aquarii and the corresponding theoretical works
by Japanese groups and recent results of the Hubble Space Telescope, give crucial information for our the-
oretical model. Follow-on missions of Hubble Telescope and VLT are highly recommended to give further
observational evidence of this most fundamental issue of relativistic astrophysics: the identification of the
true SGRs/AXPs energy source.
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1. Introduction
Soft Gamma Ray Repeaters (SGRs) and Anomalous
X-ray Pulsars (AXPs) are a class of compact objects
that show interesting observational properties (see e.g.
Mereghetti 2008): rotational periods in the range P ∼ (2–
12) s, a narrow range with respect to the wide range of
ordinary pulsars P ∼ (0.001–10) s; spin-down rates P˙ ∼
(10−13–10−10), larger than ordinary pulsars P˙ ∼ 10−15;
strong outburst of energies ∼ (1041–1043) erg, and for the
case of SGRs, giant flares of even large energies ∼ (1044–
1047) erg, not observed in ordinary pulsars.
The recent observation of SGR 0418+5729 with a rota-
tional period of P =9.08 s, an upper limit of the first time
derivative of the rotational period P˙ < 6.0× 10−15 (Rea
et al. 2010), and an X-ray luminosity of LX = 6.2× 10
31
erg/s promises to be an authentic Rosetta Stone, a power-
ful discriminant for alternative models of SGRs and AXPs.
If described as a neutron star ofM =1.4M⊙, R=10 km
and a moment of inertia I ≈ 1045 g cm2, which we adopt
hereafter as fiducial parameters, the loss of rotational en-
ergy of the neutron star
∗ email:ruffini@icra.it
E˙NSrot =−4pi
2I
P˙
P 3
=−3.95× 1046
P˙
P 3
erg/s , (1)
associated to its spin-down rate P˙ , cannot explain the X-
ray luminosity of SGR 0418+5729, i.e. E˙NSrot <LX , exclud-
ing the possibility of identifying this source as an ordinary
spin-down powered pulsar.
The magnetar model of SGRs and AXPs, based on
a neutron star of fiducial parameters, needs a magnetic
field larger than the critical field for vacuum polarization
Bc = m
2
ec
3/(eh¯) = 4.4× 1013 G in order to explain the
observed X-ray luminosity in terms of the release of mag-
netic energy (see Duncan & Thompson 1992; Thompson
& Duncan 1995, for details). However, the inferred up-
per limit of the surface magnetic field of SGR 0418+5729
B < 7.5× 1012 G describing it as a neutron star (see Rea
et al. 2010, for details), is well below the critical field
challenging the power mechanism based on magnetic field
decay purported in the magnetar scenario.
We show that the observed upper limit on the spin-down
rate of SGR 0418+5729 is, instead, perfectly in line with a
model based on a massive fast rotating highly magnetized
white dwarf (see e.g. Paczynski 1990) of massM =1.4M⊙,
radius R=103 km, and moment of inertia I ≈ 1049 g cm2,
which we adopt hereafter as fiducial white dwarf param-
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eters. Such a configuration leads for SGR 0418+5729 to
a magnetic field B < 7.5× 108 G. The X-ray luminosity
can then be expressed as originating from the loss of ro-
tational energy of the white dwarf leading to a theoretical
prediction for the first time derivative of the rotational
period
LXP
3
4pi2I
≤ P˙SGR0418+5729 < 6.0× 10
−15 , (2)
where the lower limit is established by assuming that the
observed X-ray luminosity of SGR 0418+5729 coincides
with the rotational energy loss of the white dwarf. For
this specific source, the lower limit of P˙ given by Eq. (2)
is P˙SGR0418+5729 ≥ 1.18× 10
−16. This prediction is left to
be verified by the dedicated scientific missions.
The assumption of massive fast rotating highly magne-
tized white dwarfs appears to be very appropriate since
their observation has been solidly confirmed in the last
years thanks to observational campaigns carried out by
the X-ray Japanese satellite Suzaku (see e.g. Terada et al.
2008c; Terada 2008; Terada et al. 2008d,b,a). The mag-
netic fields observed in white dwarfs are larger than 106
G all the way up to 109 G (see e.g Angel et al. 1981;
Ferrario et al. 1997; Nalez˙yty & Madej 2004; Ferrario
& Wickramasinghe 2005; Terada et al. 2008c; Ku¨lebi
et al. 2009). These observed massive fast rotating highly
magnetized white dwarfs share common properties with
SGRs/AXPs. The specific comparison between SGR
0418+5729 and the white dwarf AE Aquarii (Terada et al.
2008c) is given in Sec. 4.
The aim of this article is to investigate the implica-
tions of the above considerations to all observed SGRs
and AXPs. The article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we summarize the main features of a model for SGRs
and AXPs based on rotation powered white dwarfs while,
in Sec. 3, we recall the magnetar model. In Sec. 4 we
present the observations of massive fast rotating highly
magnetized white dwarfs. The constraints on the rotation
rate imposed by the rotational instabilities of fast rotating
white dwarfs are discussed in Sec. 5 and in Sec. 6 we an-
alyze the glitch-outburst connection in SGRs and AXPs.
The magnetospheric emission from the white dwarf is dis-
cussed in Sec. 7 and the possible connection between SGRs
and AXPs with supernova remnants is presented in Sec. 8.
In Sec. 9 we address the problem of fiducial parameters of
both white dwarfs and neutron stars and, in Sec. 10, we
summarize conclusions and remarks.
2. SGRs and AXPs within the white dwarf model
We first recall the pioneering works of Morini et al.
(1988) and Paczynski (1990) on 1E 2259+586. This
source is pulsating in the X-rays with a period P = 6.98
s (Fahlman & Gregory 1981), a spin-down rate of P˙ =
4.8 × 10−13 (Davies et al. 1990) and X-ray luminosity
LX = 1.8× 10
34 erg/s (Gregory & Fahlman 1980; Hughes
et al. 1981; Morini et al. 1988). Specially relevant in the
case of 1E 2259+586 is also its position within the super-
nova remnant G109.1-1.0 with age estimated t− t0 = (12–
17) kyr (Gregory & Fahlman 1980; Hughes et al. 1981).
Paczynski developed for 1E 2259+586 a model based
on a massive fast rotating highly magnetized white dwarf.
The upper limit on the magnetic field (see e.g. Ferrari &
Ruffini 1969) obtained by requesting that the rotational
energy loss due to the dipole field be smaller than the
electromagnetic emission of the dipole, is given by
B =
(
3c3
8pi2
I
R6
PP˙
)1/2
, (3)
where P and P˙ are observed properties and the moment of
inertia I and the radius R of the object are model depen-
dent properties. For the aforementioned fiducial param-
eters of a fast rotating magnetized white dwarf, Eq. (3)
becomes
B = 3.2× 1015
(
PP˙
)1/2
G . (4)
The loss of rotational energy within this model is given
by
E˙WDrot =−4pi
2I
P˙
P 3
=−3.95× 1050
P˙
P 3
erg/s , (5)
which amply justifies the steady X-ray emission of 1E
2259+586 (see Table 3).
A further development for the source 1E 2259+586,
came from Usov (1994), who introduced the possibility in
a white dwarf close to the critical mass limit, to observe
sudden changes in the period of rotation, namely glitches.
When the rotation of the white dwarf slows down, cen-
trifugal forces of the core decrease and gravity pulls it
to a less oblate shape thereby stressing it. The release
of such stresses leads to a sudden decrease of moment of
inertia and correspondingly, by conservation of angular
momentum
J = IΩ = (I +∆I)(Ω+∆Ω) = constant , (6)
to a shortening of the rotational period and a shrinking
of the stellar radius
∆I
I
= 2
∆R
R
=
∆P
P
=−
∆Ω
Ω
, (7)
that leads to a change of gravitational energy
∆Eg =
GM2
R
∆R
R
∼ 2.5× 1051
∆P
P
erg , (8)
which apply as well in the case of solid quark stars (see
e.g. Xu et al. 2006; Tong et al. 2011).
The fractional change of period (7) leads to a gain of
rotational energy in the spin-up process of the glitch
∆EWDrot = −
2pi2I
P 2
∆P
P
= −1.98× 1050
∆P
P 3
erg , (9)
which is fully explained by the available gravitational en-
ergy given by Eq. (8).
If we turn now to the glitch-outburst correlation, the
electromagnetic energy of the bursts in the rotating white
dwarf model finds its energetic origin in the release of the
rotational energy related to the slowing down of the white
dwarf rotational frequency. This occurs all the way to the
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end of the recovery phase, on time scales from months
to years. This is most impressively represented e.g. in
the case of the glitch-outburst episode of 1E 2259+586
on June 2002 (Kaspi et al. 2003; Woods et al. 2004), see
Fig. 1 for details. We indeed show in Sec. 6 that, the
change of the moment of inertia of the white dwarf given
by Eq. (7), leading to the release of gravitational energy
given by Eq. (8), and to the rotational energy gain of the
white dwarf expressed by Eq. (9), is enough to explain the
total electromagnetic energy released in the main burst
and in the subsequent activity.
For the evolution of the period close to a glitch we follow
the parameterization by Manchester & Taylor (1977). The
angular velocity Ω = 2pi/P , since the glitch time t = tg,
until the complete or partial recovery, can be described as
Ω = Ω0(t)+∆Ω[1−Q(1− e
−(t−tg)/τd)] , (10)
where Ω0(t) = Ω0 + Ω˙(t− tg) is the normal evolution of
the frequency in absence of glitch, being Ω0 the frequency
prior to the glitch, ∆Ω = −2pi∆P/P 2 is the initial fre-
quency jump, which can be decomposed in the persistent
and decayed parts, ∆Ωp and ∆Ωd respectively, τd is the
timescale of the exponential decay of the frequency after
the glitch and Q=∆Ωd/∆Ω= 1−∆Ωp/∆Ω is the recov-
ery fraction or “healing parameter”. For full recovery we
have Q=1, Ω(t >> τd) =Ω0, and for zero recovery Q=0,
Ω(t >> τd)=Ω0(t)+∆Ω. For simplicity we assume in the
following and especially below in Sec. 6, complete recovery
Q= 1.
This mechanism in white dwarfs is similar, although
simpler, than the one used to explain e.g. glitches in
ordinary pulsars (see e.g. Baym & Pines 1971; Shapiro
& Teukolsky 1983). The essential difference is that neu-
tron stars are composed by a superfluid core and a solid
crust, being the latter the place where starquakes can orig-
inate leading to glitches. A two-component description is
then needed, see e.g. Shapiro & Teukolsky (1983). In
the present case of a massive rotating white dwarf, such
a two-component structure does not exist and the white
dwarf behaves as a single solid system. What is important
to stress is that the rotational energy released for Q≥ 1 is
largely sufficient for the explanation of the bursting phe-
nomena, see Sec. 6 for details.
The crystallization temperature of a white dwarf com-
posed of nuclei (Z,A) and mean density ρ¯ is given by (see
e.g. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983; Usov 1994)
Tcry ≃ 2.28× 10
5 Z
2
A1/3
(
ρ¯
106g/cm
3
)1/3
K . (11)
Thus, assuming an internal white dwarf temperature
∼ 107 K we find that the mean density for the crystalliza-
tion of the white dwarf should be ∼ 2.2× 107 g/cm3 for
12C, ∼ 5.2×106 g/cm3 for 16O and ∼ 1.25×106 g/cm3 for
56Fe. Very massive white dwarfs as the ones we are consid-
ering here have mean densities ∼ 109 g/cm3 and therefore
a considerable fraction of their size should be in principle
solid at these high temperatures (see also Althaus et al.
2005, 2007). It is worth to mention that, the phase sep-
Fig. 1. Timing and pulsed emission analysis of the
glitch-outburst of 1E 2259+586 on June 2002 (taken from
Woods et al. 2004). The observed fractional change of pe-
riod is ∆P/P = −∆Ω/Ω ∼ −4× 10−6 and the observed en-
ergy released during the event is ∼ 3×1041 erg (Woods et al.
2004). Within the white dwarf model from such a ∆P/P
we obtain ∆EWD
rot
∼ 1.7× 1043 erg as given by Eq. (9), see
Sec. 6 for details. We have modified the original Fig. 7 of
Woods et al. (2004) by indicating explicitly where the ro-
tational energy is released after the spin-up, during the re-
covery phase, by the emission of a sequence of bursts on
time scales from months to years (see e.g. Mereghetti 2008).
aration of the constituents of CO white dwarfs, theoreti-
cally expected to occur in the crystallization process (see
Garcia-Berro et al. 1988, for details), has been recently
observationally confirmed solving the puzzle of the age
discrepancy of the open cluster NGC 6791 (Garc´ıa-Berro
et al. 2010).
Under these physical conditions, starquakes leading to
4 [Vol. ,
glitches in the white dwarf may occur with a recurrence
time (see e.g. Baym & Pines 1971; Usov 1994)
δtq =
2D2
B
|∆P |/P
|E˙rot|
, (12)
where E˙rot is the loss of rotational energy (5), D =
(3/25)GM2c /Rc, B = 0.33 (4pi/3)R
3
ce
2Z2[ρ¯c/(Amp)]
4/3,
Mc, Rc and ρ¯c are the mass, the radius and the mean
density of the solid core, and mp is the proton mass.
For the specific case of 1E 2259+586, Usov predicted
the possible existence of changes of period ∆P/P ≈−(1–
3)× 10−6 with a recurrence time between cracks δtq ≈
7×106 |∆P |/P yr ≈ a few times (1–10) yr. It is impressive
that in 2002 indeed changes of the order of ∆P/P ≈−4×
10−6 were observed in 1E 2259+586 (Kaspi et al. 2003;
Woods et al. 2004) (see Fig. 1 for details).
Our aim in the following is to show that this model
can be also applied to the other SGRs and AXPs. Their
entire energetics is explained by the rotational energy loss
of fast rotating magnetized white dwarfs: 1) the X-ray
luminosity is well below the rotational energy loss of the
white dwarf (see Fig. 2); 2) in all cases the large magnetic
field is well below the critical field for vacuum polarization
(see Fig. 3 and Table 3); 3) the energetics of all the bursts
can be simply related to the change of rotational energy
implied by the observed change of rotational period (see
Fig. 4, Sec. 5 and Table 2).
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Fig. 2. X-ray luminosity LX versus the loss of rotational en-
ergy E˙rot describing SGRs and AXPs by rotation powered
white dwarfs. The green star and the green triangle corre-
spond to SGR 0418+5729 using respectively the upper and
the lower limit of P˙ given by Eq. (2). The blue squares are
the only four sources that satisfy LX < E˙rot when described
as neutron stars (see Fig. 6 for details).
3. SGRs and AXPs within the magnetar model
Let us turn to the alternative model commonly ad-
dressed as “magnetar” (see e.g. Duncan & Thompson
1992; Thompson & Duncan 1995) based on an ultram-
agnetized neutron star ofM =1.4M⊙ and R=10 km and
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Fig. 3. P˙ -P diagram for all known SGRs and AXPs. The
curves of constant magnetic field for white dwarfs given by
Eq. (4) are shown. The blue dashed line corresponds to the
critical magnetic field Bc=m2ec
3/(eh¯). The green star and the
green triangle correspond to SGR 0418+5729 using respec-
tively the upper and the lower limit of P˙ given by Eq. (2). The
blue squares are the only four sources that satisfy LX < E˙rot
when described as rotation powered neutron stars (see Fig. 6
for details).
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Fig. 4. Change in the rotational energy of the white dwarf
∆EWD
rot
given by Eq. (9) as a function of the rotational period
P in seconds for selected fractional changes of period ∆P/P .
then I≈ 1045 g cm2 as the source of SGRs and AXPs. The
limit of the magnetic field obtained from Eq. (3) becomes
B = 3.2× 1019
(
PP˙
)1/2
G , (13)
which is four orders of magnitude larger than the surface
magnetic field within the fast rotating magnetized white
dwarf model (see Fig. 5).
There are innumerous papers dedicated to this model
and for a review covering more than 250 references on the
subject see Mereghetti (2008). The crucial point is that
in this model there is no role of the rotational energy of
the source: the X-ray luminosity is much bigger than the
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Fig. 5. P˙ -P diagram for all known SGRs and AXPs. The
curves of constant magnetic field for neutron stars given by
Eq. (13) are shown. The blue dashed line corresponds to
the critical magnetic field Bc = m2ec
3/(eh¯). The green star
corresponds to SGR 0418+5729 using the upper limit of P˙
given by Eq. (2). The blue squares are the only four sources
that satisfy LX < E˙rot when described as rotation powered
neutron stars (see Fig. 6 for details).
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Fig. 6. X-ray luminosity LX versus the loss of rotational en-
ergy E˙rot describing SGRs and AXPs as neutron stars. The
green star corresponds to SGR 0418+5729 using the upper
limit of P˙ given by Eq. (2). The blue squares are the only
four sources with LX < E˙rot: 1E 1547.0-5408 with P = 2.07
s and P˙ = 2.3× 10−11; SGR 1627-41 with P = 2.59 s and
P˙ = 1.9 × 10−11; PSR J 1622-4950 with P = 4.33 s and
P˙ = 1.7× 10−11; and XTE J1810–197 with P = 5.54 s and
P˙ = 7.7× 10−12.
loss of rotational energy of the neutron star (see Fig. 6).
Paradoxically, although the bursts appear to be corre-
lated to the presence of glitches in the rotational period,
the corresponding increase of change of rotational energy
of the neutron star
∆ENSrot =−
2pi2I
P 2
∆P
P
=−1.98× 1046
∆P
P 3
erg , (14)
cannot explain the burst energetic ∼ (1044–1047) erg. This
is a clear major difference between the two models based
respectively on neutron stars and white dwarfs (see Figs. 4
and 7 for details).
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Fig. 7. Change in the rotational energy of the neutron star
∆ENS
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given by Eq. (14) as a function of the rotational period
P in seconds for selected fractional changes of period ∆P/P .
In magnetars, the value of the rotational period and
its first time derivative are only used to establish an up-
per limit to the magnetic field of the neutron star. In
view of the smallness of the moment of inertia of a neu-
tron star with respect to the moment of inertia of a white
dwarf, the magnetic field reaches in many cases outstand-
ingly large values B >>Bc ∼ 4.4× 10
13 G, from here the
name magnetars (see Fig. 5). The attempt has been pro-
posed by Duncan & Thompson (1992) and Thompson &
Duncan (1995) to assume a new energy source in physics
and astrophysics: the magnetic energy in bulk. The role of
thermonuclear energy has been well established by physics
experiments on the ground as well as in astrophysics in
the explanation of the energetics, life time, and build-up
process of the nuclear elements in main sequence stars
(see e.g. Bethe 1968, and references therein); equally well
established has been the role of rotational energy in pul-
sars (see e.g. Hewish 1974; Bell & Hewish 1967, and ref-
erences therein); similarly well established has been the
role of gravitational energy in accretion process into neu-
tron stars and black holes and binary X-ray sources (see
e.g. Giacconi 2002; Giacconi & Ruffini 1978 Reprinted
2010, and references therein). In the magnetars instead,
it is introduced an alternative primary energy source not
yet tested neither in the laboratory (the case of magnetic
monopoles) nor in astrophysics: a primary energy source
due to overcritical magnetic fields.
The mostly qualitative considerations in the magnetar
model can be summarized, see e.g. Ng et al. (2010): in the
twisted magnetosphere model of magnetars (Thompson
et al. 2002), the observed X-ray luminosity of a magne-
tar is determined both by its surface temperature and
by magnetospheric currents, the latter due to the twisted
dipolar field structure. The surface temperature in turn
6 [Vol. ,
is determined by the energy output from within the star
due to magnetic field decay, as well as on the nature of
the atmosphere and the stellar magnetic field strength.
This surface thermal emission is resonantly scattered by
the current particles, thus resulting in an overall spec-
trum similar to a Comptonized blackbody (e.g. Lyutikov
& Gavriil 2006; Rea et al. 2008; Zane et al. 2009). In ad-
dition, the surface heating by return currents is believed
to contribute substantially to LX , at least at the same
level as the thermal component induced from the interior
field decay (Thompson et al. 2002). Magnetar outbursts
in this picture occur with sudden increases in twist angle,
consistent with the generic hardening of magnetar spec-
tra during outbursts (e.g. Kaspi et al. 2003; Woods et al.
2004; Israel et al. 2007).
It is worth to recall that magnetic field configurations
corresponding to a dipole twisted field have been rou-
tinely adopted in rotating neutron stars (see e.g. Cohen
et al. 1973). Magnetic field annihilation and reconnection
have been analogously adopted in solar physics (see e.g.
Parker 1957; Sweet 1958) and also magnetic instabilities
have been routinely studied in Tokamak (see e.g. Coppi
et al. 1976). These effects certainly occur in magnetized
white dwarfs. What is important to stress here is that in
none of these systems the magnetic field has been assumed
to be the primary energy source of the phenomena, unlike
in magnetars.
It is appropriate to recall just a few of the difficulties
of the magnetar model in fitting observations, in addition
to the main one of SGR 0418+5729 addressed in this ar-
ticle. In particular, e.g.: (1) as recalled by S. Mereghetti
2008, “up to now, attempts to estimate the magnetic field
strength through the measurement of cyclotron resonance
features, as successfully done for accreting pulsars, have
been inconclusive”; (2) the prediction of the high-energy
gamma ray emission expected in the magnetars has been
found to be inconsistent with the recent observation of the
Fermi satellite (see e.g. Tong et al. 2010, 2011); (3) finally,
it has been shown to be not viable the attempt to relate
magnetars to the energy of the supernova remnants (see
e.g. Allen & Horvath 2004; Ferrario & Wickramasinghe
2006; Vink & Kuiper 2006; Vink 2008) or to the formation
of black holes (see e.g. Kasen & Bildsten (2010); Woosley
(2010), see however e.g. Patnaude et al. (2009)) and of
Gamma Ray Bursts (see e.g. Levan et al. (2006); Castro-
Tirado et al. (2008); Stefanescu et al. (2008); Bernardini
et al. (2009), see however e.g. Goldstein et al. (2011); Rea
et al. (2011)).
In Table 3 we compare and contrast the parameters of
selected SGRs and AXPs sources in the magnetar model
and in the fast rotating highly magnetized white dwarf
model: the larger radius of a white dwarf with respect to
the radius of a neutron star of the same massM =1.4M⊙,
leads to the two models differing on the scale of mass den-
sity, moment of inertia, and rotational energy which imply
a different scale for the surface magnetic fields, leading to
a very different physical interpretation of the observations
of SGRs and AXPs.
4. Observations of massive fast rotating highly
magnetized white dwarfs
Some general considerations are appropriate. The white
dwarf model appeals to standard and well tested aspects
of physics and astrophysics. The observation of fast ro-
tating white dwarfs with magnetic fields larger than 106
G all the way up to 109 G has been in the mean time
solidly confirmed by observations (see e.g Angel et al.
1981; Ferrario et al. 1997; Nalez˙yty &Madej 2004; Ferrario
& Wickramasinghe 2005; Terada et al. 2008c). For a re-
cent and extensive analysis of the magnetic field structure
of highly magnetized white dwarfs see Ku¨lebi et al. (2009)
and for a catalog of them see Ku¨lebi et al. (2010a) and also
Kepler et al. (2010).
A specific example is the highly magnetized white dwarf
AE Aquarii. The rotational period of this fast rotat-
ing magnetized white dwarf obtained from the sinusoidal
pulsed flux in soft X-rays < 4 keV (see e.g. Eracleous et al.
1991; Choi & Dotani 2006) has been established to be
P =33 s and it is spinning down at a rate P˙ =5.64×10−14.
The mass of the white dwarf is∼M⊙ (de Jager et al. 1994)
and the observed temperature is kT ∼ 0.5 keV. In addition
to the soft X-ray component, hard X-ray pulsations were
observed with the Japanese satellite Suzaku in October-
November 2005 and October 2006. The luminosity of AE
Aquarii ∼ 1031 erg/s accounts for the 0.09% of the spin-
down energy of the white dwarf (see Terada et al. 2008c,
for details) and the infereed magnetic field of the source
is B ∼ 108 G (Ikhsanov & Beskrovnaya 2008).
This white dwarf is one of the most powerful particle
accelerators: there is at least one event of detected TeV
emission from this source during its optical flaring activity
monitored between 1988 and 1992 (see e.g. Meintjes et al.
1992, 1993; de Jager et al. 1994; Ikhsanov & Biermann
2006; Ikhsanov & Beskrovnaya 2008; Kashiyama et al.
2011). In addition, it shows burst activity in X-rays
(Terada et al. 2008c). Although AE Aquarii is a binary
system with orbital period ∼ 9.88 hr (see de Jager et al.
1994, e.g.), very likely the power due to accretion of mat-
ter is inhibited by the fast rotation of the white dwarf (e.g.
Itoh et al. 2006; Terada et al. 2008c).
Many of the observed physical properties of this white
dwarf are very similar to the recently discovered SGR
0418+5729, as we explicitly show in Table 1.
Although very fast, AE Aquarii is not the fastest white
dwarf observed. The rotational period obtained from
the pulsed X-ray emission of RXJ 0648.0-4418, the white
dwarf in the binary system HD49798/RXJ 0648.0-4418, is
P = 13.2 s (Israel et al. 1997). This white dwarf is one of
the most massive white dwarfs with M = 1.28± 0.05M⊙
(see Mereghetti et al. 2009, for details). Other very mas-
sive and highly magnetized white dwarfs are: REJ 0317-
853 with M ∼ 1.35M⊙ and B∼ (1.7–6.6)×10
8 G (see e.g.
Barstow et al. 1995; Ku¨lebi et al. 2010b); PG 1658+441
with M ∼ 1.31M⊙ and B ∼ 2.3× 10
6 G (see e.g. Liebert
et al. 1983; Schmidt et al. 1992); and PG 1031+234 with
the highest magnetic field ∼ 109 G (see e.g. Schmidt et al.
1986; Ku¨lebi et al. 2009). It is interesting to note that the
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SGR 0418+5729 AE Aquarii
P (s) 9.08 33.08
P˙ (10−14) < 0.6 5.64
Age (Myr) 24 9.4
LX (erg/s) 6.2× 10
31 ∼ 1031
kT (keV) 0.67 0.5
B (G) < 7.45× 108 ∼ 108
Pulsed Fraction 0.3 ∼ 0.2–0.3
Table 1. Comparison of the observational properties of SGR
0418+5729 and the white dwarf AE Aquarii. For SGR
0418+5729 P , P˙ , and LX have been taken from Rea et al.
(2010). The characteristic age is given by Age = P/(2P˙ )
and the surface magnetic field B is given by Eq. (4). The
pulsed fraction of SGR 0418+5729 is taken from Esposito
et al. (2010) and the one of the white dwarf AE Aquarii
from Eracleous et al. (1991) and Choi & Dotani (2006).
most highly magnetized white dwarfs are massive as well
as isolated (see e.g. Nalez˙yty & Madej 2004, for details).
5. Rotational instability of white dwarfs
In order to be stable against secular instability of the
MacClaurin versus the Jacobi ellipsoid (Ferrari & Ruffini
1969), the minimal period of a white dwarf with the pa-
rameters discussed here is Pcrit ∼ 0.94 s. For P <∼ Pcrit
we would expect very significant emission of gravitational
waves due to the transition from the triaxial Jacobi ellip-
soids to the axially symmetric MacClaurin ellipsoids. This
is well in agreement and explains the observed long peri-
ods of SGRs and AXPs >∼ 2 s (see Fig. 8). In the specific
case of the source 1E 2259+586, assuming that the super-
nova remnant G109.1-1.0 and 1E 2259+586 are coeval, we
obtain the initial rotational period of the white dwarf in
the range 0.94 s<P0<6.8 s where, the lower limit, is given
by the bifurcation point between MacClaurin spheroids
and Jacobi ellipsoids (see e.g. Ferrari & Ruffini 1969) and,
the upper limit, is obtained for a constant value of P˙ .
Describing today 1E 2259+586 by a MacClaurin spheroid,
we obtain the ratio between the rotational energy and
the gravitational energy Erot/ |Egrav| ∼ 0.011 (see Fig. 8),
well below the secular instability ∼ 0.14 and the dynam-
ical instability ∼ 0.25 (see Chandrasekhar 1969; Shapiro
& Teukolsky 1983, for details).
The above considerations add interest in the recent
theoretical analysis of white dwarfs taking into account
nuclear, weak and electromagnetic interactions within
a general relativistic treatment (Rotondo et al. 2011).
A specially relevant result has been recently obtained
(Boshkayev et al. 2011) by analyzing a white dwarf en-
dowed with mass, angular momentum, and quadrupole
moment within the Hartle-Thorne formalism (Hartle
1967; Hartle & Thorne 1968). The rotating white dwarfs
have been studied for the new equation of state given by
Rotondo et al. (2011) used for the construction of the non-
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Fig. 8. Ratio between the rotational energy and the gravi-
tational energy of a MacClaurin spheroid of M = 1.4M⊙ and
R = 103 km as a function of its rotational period P . The
rotational period between 2 and 12 s appears to be very ap-
propriate for fast rotating white dwarfs. Fast rotating neutron
stars present much shorter period in the millisecond region.
We show on the curve the position of all known SGRs and
AXPs. The green star corresponds to SGR 0418+5729. The
blue squares are the only four sources that satisfy LX < E˙rot
when described as rotation powered neutron stars (see Fig. 6
for details).
rotating configurations by Rotondo et al. (2011). The crit-
ical rotational periods for the onset of the axisymmetric,
the mass-shedding and the inverse β-decay instabilities
have been studied in detail. The exact value of the criti-
cal period of a white dwarf depends upon the central den-
sity of the configuration; rotationally stable white dwarfs
exist for rotational periods P > PWDmin ∼ 0.3 s. The short-
est values for configurations supported by rotation with
critical masses larger than the classical Chandrasekhar
limit for non-rotating white dwarfs all the way up to
Mmax ∼ 1.5M⊙ (see Boshkayev et al. 2011, for details).
Consequently, also the fastest sources e.g. 1E 1547.0-
5408 with P = 2.07 s, SGR 1627-41 with P = 2.59 s, and
PSR J 1622-4950 with P =4.33 s, can be safely described
as massive fast rotating white dwarfs as shown in Fig. 2.
6. Glitches and outbursts in SGRs and AXPs
The energetic of the observed bursts within the white
dwarf model of SGRs and AXPs can be fully explained
by the observed change of period ∆P < 0 (glitches). In
the case of the famous event of 5th March 1979 in the
SGR 0526-66 (P = 8.05 s), a fractional change of period
of the white dwarf ∆P/P ∼ −10−4 (see Fig. 4) would
be sufficient to explain the energetics ∼ 3.6× 1044 erg
(Mereghetti 2008). Unfortunately, such a change of period
could not be observed at the time (see e.g. Mazets et al.
1979), lacking the observations of the source prior to the
event. Instead, in the case of the flares of 1E 2259+586 on
June 2002 (P = 6.98 s) and of 1E 1048.1-5937 (P = 6.45
s) on March 2007, observational data are available. For
1E 2259+586, using the observed fractional change of pe-
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riod ∆P/P ∼ −4× 10−6 (Woods et al. 2004) (see also
Fig. 1), we obtain within the white dwarf model a change
of rotational energy
∣∣∆EWDrot ∣∣∼ 1.7× 1043 erg, to be com-
pared with the measured energy released during the event
∼ 3× 1041 erg. For the glitch on the 26th March 2007
in 1E 1048.1-5937 with observed ∆P/P ∼ −1.63× 10−5,
we obtain
∣∣∆EWDrot ∣∣ ∼ 7.73× 1043 erg which is strikingly
in agreement (and safely superior) with the observed en-
ergy released in the event 4.3× 1042 erg (see e.g. Dib
et al. 2009). In the case of super giant flares, there is
no clear observational evidence of their association to
glitches. However, changes in the moment of inertia of
the white dwarf originating fractional changes of period
of order ∆P/P ∼ −(10−5 − 10−3) (see Fig. 4) could ex-
plain their large energetics ranging from 1044 erg all the
way up to 1047 erg (see e.g. Mereghetti 2008). For the
giant flare of SGR 1806-20 on 27th December 2004 (see
e.g. Borkowski et al. 2004; Hurley et al. 2005) with ob-
served energy ∼ 1046 erg there is a gap of timing data
of the source between October 2004 and March 2005 (see
Mereghetti et al. 2005; Tiengo et al. 2005). The observed
rotational period of SGR 1806-20 after March 2005 is not
consistent with the expected rotational period obtained
from the spin-down rate P˙ = 5.5× 10−10; instead, this is
consistent with P˙ =1.8×10−10. The change of rotational
period has been attributed to “global reconfigurations of
the neutron star magnetosphere” (see e.g. Tiengo et al.
2005). Within the white dwarf model, such a burst ac-
tivity is consistent with a glitch with fractional change of
period ∼ −3× 10−3. All the above discussion is summa-
rized in Table 2 and Figs. 1 and 4.
In all the above cases the gain of rotational energy in
the glitch is much larger than the energy observed in the
flaring activities following the glitches. This means that
there is ample room to explain these glitch-outburst events
in a large range of recovery fractions Q. It appears to be
appropriate to systematically monitor the Q factors for all
the glitches in SGRs and AXPs.
It is interesting that PSR J1846-0258, P = 0.3 s, ex-
perienced in June 2006 a radiative event with estimated
isotropic energy ∼ (3.8–4.8)× 1041 erg (Kumar & Safi-
Harb 2008). Assuming that such an event was triggered
by a glitch in the neutron star one obtains an associated
fractional change of period ∆P/P ∼−(1.73–2.2)×10−6, as
given by Eq. (14). Indeed, as shown by Kuiper & Hermsen
(2009), the outburst emission was accompanied by a large
glitch ∆P/P ∼ −(2.0–4.4)× 10−6 in perfect agreement
with the theoretical prediction given by the loss of rota-
tional power after the spin-up of the neutron star without
advocate any magnetar phenomena. This fact reinforces
the idea that PSR J1846-0258 is not a magnetar but an
ordinary rotationally powered neutron star, also in line
with the recent suggestions by Kuiper & Hermsen (2009)
and Rea et al. (2010).
7. Magnetosphere emission from white dwarfs
We return now to the structure of the magnetosphere
of the white dwarf model for SGRs and AXPs. In order to
have an agreement between the observed X-ray luminosity
and the X-ray spectral distribution, it is necessary that
only a part of the surface of the white dwarf has to be
X-ray emitter.
We can define the dimensionless filling factor
R=
LX
4piR2σT 4
, (15)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature of the source. This factor gives an esti-
mate of the effective area of X-ray emission and con-
sequently information about the structure of the mag-
netic field from the surface of the object. It is interest-
ing that this factor for the white dwarf is in the range
10−6–10−5 (see Table 3), quite similar to the one of the
Sun R⊙ = L
X
⊙/(4piR
2
⊙σT
4
⊙)≈ (7.03× 10
−8–1.2× 10−6) in
the minimum LX⊙ = 2.7× 10
26 erg/s and in the maximum
LX⊙ =4.7×10
27 erg/s of solar activity respectively (see e.g.
Peres et al. 2000; Judge et al. 2003). This should be ex-
pected by the general argument of the conservation of flux
in the transition from a highly magnetized main sequence
star to a white dwarf. The magnetic field of the order of
∼ 109 G on the surface of these white dwarfs must clearly
have a filamentary structure in the range R∼ 10−6–10−5.
In the specific case of SGR 0418+572 such an R factor
is ∼ 10−9, which is of the same order as the one of the
white dwarf AE Aquarii, as can be seen from Table 1
by comparing the values of LX and KT , which are the
quantities involved in Eq. (15).
At times the presence of an R factor has been in-
terpreted as originating from a spot-like radial emission
of the radiation from the surface of the white dwarf.
If one were to assume that the radiation occurs radi-
ally beamed and occurring just from the surface either
of the neutron star or the white dwarf, a spot radia-
tion would lead to a pulsed fraction of the emission flux√
1/n
∑n
i=1(yi− y¯)
2/y¯∼ 1 where n is the number of phase
bins per cycle, yi is the number of counts in the ith phase
bin and y¯ is the mean number of counts in the cycle (see
e.g. Esposito et al. 2010, for details about this definition).
This problem, which seems to be in contradiction with the
observations of pulsed fractions < 1 in SGRs and AXPs
(see e.g. Esposito et al. 2010), would be equally severe
both for neutron stars and white dwarfs (see e.g. Table
1).
It is appropriate to recall that all the SGRs and AXPs
within a rotating white dwarf model have magnetic fields
in the range 108G<∼B
<
∼ 10
11 G (see Table 3). It is quite
natural to assume that the X-ray emission be linked to the
presence of the magnetic field. It is worth to note that the
modeling of the physics and the geometrical structure of
the magnetic field and of the magnetospheres is a most
active field field of current research. As shown by Romani
& Watters (2010), the morphology of the pulses as well
as of the light curves strongly depend on many model
parameters, e.g. special and general relativistic effects,
the viewing angle, the magnetic moment-spin axis angle,
the spin axis-line of sight angle, the specific location of
the emission zone, and the adopted magnetospheric model
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SGR 0526-66 1E 2259+586 1E 1048.1-5937 SGR 1806-20
Date March 1979 June 2002 March 2007 December 2004
Observed Energy (erg) 3.6× 1044 3× 1041 4.2× 1042 ∼ 1046
|∆P |/P 1.2× 10−4 (predicted) 4.24× 10−6 (observed) 1.63× 10−5 (observed) 3× 10−3 (predicted)
Predicted Energy (erg) 3.6× 1044 1.7× 1043 7.7× 1043 ∼ 1046
Table 2. Glitches and Outbursts of some SGRs and AXPs within the white dwarf model. The predicted values of |∆P |/P
are calculated with Eq. (9) assuming
∣∣∆EWD
rot
∣∣ equals the observed energy of the burst event. The predicted values of the en-
ergy released in the burst event is calculated with Eq. (9) using the observed fractional change of rotational period |∆P |/P .
including possible corrections due to deviations from a
pure dipolar structure.
From the broad sinusoidal pulsed flux of SGRs/AXPs
(see e.g. Mereghetti 2008), we know that the pulsed frac-
tion is less than one and that the luminosity differs re-
markably from a spiky one. We find then natural to
assume that the emission comes from an area covering
the white dwarf surface with a very marked filamentary
structure. Similar considerations for neutron stars mag-
netospheres have been purported e.g. by Michel & Dessler
(1981); Michel (1981) giving evidence of magnetospheric
activity from the pole all the way up to the equator; see
also the most interesting case of the pair production ac-
tivities in the magnetosphere of a rotating white dwarf
considered for the transient radio source GCRT J1745–
3009 by Bing Zhang & Janusz Gil (2005). Moreover, such
structures are regularly observed in the Sun and in the
Earth Aurora. Explicit sinusoidal pulsed flux in soft X-
rays (< 4 keV) have been observed in AE Aquarii (see e.g.
Eracleous et al. 1991; Choi & Dotani 2006); and see also
Fig. 6 in Mereghetti et al. (2011) for similar sinusoidal
pulsed emission of the white dwarf RXJ 0648.0-4418 with
rotational period P = 13.2 s. For all the above sources, a
filamentary structure of the magnetic field is clearly ex-
pected.
We do not discuss here the issue of the spectral features
within the white dwarf model. The aim of this article is
just to point out that all these problems can be address
with merit starting from the rotational energy of a ro-
tating white dwarf rather than the magnetic energy of
a magnetar. The spectrum of the persistent emission of
SGRs and AXPs for energies < 10 keV is well fitted either
by the superposition of a blackbody and a high energy
tail or by a single blackbody or a double blackbody (see
e.g. Mereghetti 2008). Such a spectral feature is clearly
already evidenced for rotating white dwarfs; following the
work of Terada et al. (2008c): in addition to the ther-
mal modulation in the softer X-ray band, spiky pulsations
like the ones of pulsars have been observed by the Suzaku
satellite in the hard X-ray band of over 4 keV in the white
dwarf AE Aquarii. The X-ray spectrum requires an addi-
tional hard X-ray component on the well-known thermal
emissions with temperatures of 0.5 and 2.9 keV. Combined
with results from timing analyses, spectral shapes and
flux, it was there concluded that the hard X-ray pulsations
should have a non-thermal origin, for example, possible
Synchrotron emission with sub MeV electrons. The claim
of the first discovery of a white dwarf equivalent to a neu-
tron star pulsar was there made. In view of the possible
evidence of very high energy emission in the TeV region
observed during the optical flares of AE Aquarii (see e.g.
de Jager et al. 1994; Ikhsanov & Biermann 2006; Ikhsanov
& Beskrovnaya 2008; Terada et al. 2008c,d; Kashiyama
et al. 2011, and references therein), it would be important
to have observations by INTEGRAL and Fermi of rotating
magnetized white dwarf in the 20-200 keV band in order
to establish further analogies between fast rotating highly
magnetized white dwarfs and magnetar candidates.
More specifically, for the source SGR 0418+5729 and its
interpretation as a white dwarf, a crucial result has been
recently obtained by Durant et al. (2011). We first recall
the observed range of temperatures of massive isolated
white dwarfs 1.14× 104K ≤ T ≤ 5.52× 104 K; see Table
1 in (Ferrario et al. 2005). From the broad band Hubble
Space Telescope imaging of the field of SGR 0418+5729,
the upper limits of the black body surface temperature,
T < 3.14× 104 K and T < 1.18× 104 K in the F110W and
F606W filters, can be established for a radius R = 108
cm. In this respect is also worth to recall the optical ob-
servations of AXP 4U0142+61 of Hulleman et al. (2000).
The photometric results of the field of 4U0142+61 at the
60-inch telescope on Palomar Mountain are in agreement
with a 1.3M⊙ white dwarf with a surface temperature
∼ 4× 105 K (see Hulleman et al. 2000, for details). These
results are therefore fully consistent with the SGR/AXP
white dwarf model, and follow-on missions of Hubble and
VLT are strongly recommended.
8. The connection with supernova remnants
We would like to address the special issue of the super-
nova remnants energetics and their association with SGRs
and AXPs. A firm association between SGRs/AXPs and
supernovae have been purported by Gaensler et al. (2001)
in the cases 1E 1841–045 (SNR G27.4+0.0, Kes 73), AX
J1845.0–0258 (SNR G29.6+0.1), and 1E 2259+586 (SNR
G109.1–1.0, CTB 109). See also Gelfand & Gaensler
(2007) for the possible association 1E 1547.0-5408 (SNR
G327.24-0.13). What is of interest for us here is the spe-
cial issue of the energetics of the supernova remnant and
the present of an SGR or an AXP.
Paczynski, in the case of AXP 1E 2259+586, attempted
to explain the supernova remnant by assuming a merger
of a binary system of ordinary white dwarf of mass ∼
(0.7–1)M⊙ based on models by Iben & Tutukov (1984)
and Paczynski (1985) leading both to the formation of a
fast rotating white dwarf and to the supernova remnant.
Recent simulations of white dwarf-white dwarf mergers
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(see e.g. Pakmor et al. 2010) point that mergers of (0.8–
0.9M⊙) produce supernova events generally not very effi-
cient energetically, well below the observed explosion en-
ergy ∼ 7.4×1050 erg of the supernova remnant G109.1-1.0
associated to 1E 2259+586 (see e.g. Sasaki et al. 2004).
In the intervening years much more has been under-
stood on the process of gravitational collapse and on the
composition of the material surrounding neutron stars and
black holes both from pulsar observations and Gamma
Ray Bursts. Fascinating evidence for the presence of plan-
ets around pulsars in supernova remnants has been estab-
lished (see e.g. Konacki et al. 1999; Hansen 2002; Konacki
& Wolszczan 2003). Similarly, the presence of many body
process of gravitational collapse has been evidenced for
Gamma Ray Bursts (see e.g. Ruffini 2009).
In view of the above, we advance the possible scenario in
which the SGRs/AXPs and the supernova remnant origi-
nate from a very close binary system composed of a white
dwarf and a companion late evolved star, close to the pro-
cess of gravitational collapse. The collapse of the compan-
ion star, either to a neutron star or to a black hole, leads
to mass loss which can unbind the original binary system.
Three possible cases can occur (see e.g. Ruffini 1973): if
the loss of mass in the supernova explosion isMloss<M/2,
being M the total mass of the binary, the system holds
bound; 2) if Mloss ∼M/2 then the system becomes un-
bound and the white dwarf is expelled at nearly orbital
motion velocity; and 3) ifMloss>>M/2 the white dwarf is
kicked out with very high runaway velocities. Only in the
first case the object will lie at the center of the supernova
remnant. For a review on the evolution of binary systems
see Stairs (2004) and for a detailed treatment of the prob-
lem of runaway velocities from supernova explosions see
Tauris & Bailes (1996); Tauris & Takens (1998).
The white dwarf in this picture does not participate
either to the gravitational collapse nor to the formation
of the supernova remnant: it can have a period and a life
time determine essentially by the prior evolution of the
binary system. This explains the disagreement between
the age of the supernova remnant and the characteristic
age of the SGR/AXP when inferred by a neutron star
model. In the case of large kick velocities the runaway
white dwarf can collide with the surrounding material in
the supernova remnant and very likely also with planets.
Such collisions may well originate changes in the moment
of inertia of the white dwarf, consequently in its rotational
period, leading to glitches and burst activity.
In the above context it is appropriate to recall the pi-
oneering work of Katz (1996) on explaining the super-
Eddington luminosities in the flaring episodes of SGRs
and AXPs as originating in accretion process of plane-
tary fragments, in particular, the important role of mag-
netic confinement of an e+e− pair plasma. The model
explains the observed self-absorbed thermal spectrum of
flares and their nearly independence on their luminosity.
Katz (1996) has shown that the infall of planetary frag-
ments may lead to a continuous injection of energy to the
magnetosphere which leads to magnetic confinement of
the source if the magnetic field satisfies
B >
√
2L
cR2
= 2.6× 107
√
L41
R28
G , (16)
where L41 is the luminosity in units of 10
41 erg/s and R8
is the radius of the source in units of 108 cm.
In the case when the radiation is not being continuously
resupplied, but it is initially contained within the volume
∼ 4piR3/3, the minimum magnetic field for confinement is
given by
B >
√
6Lτ
R3
= 2.45× 108
√
L41τ0.1
R38
G , (17)
where τ0.1 is the time τ during which the source is ra-
diating at a luminosity L, in units of 0.1 s. The fiducial
values for L and for τ has been chosen here to be typical of
the bursting activity of SGRs/AXPs (see e.g. Mereghetti
2008). The above two bounds for the magnetic field are
indeed in line with the surface magnetic fields obtained
in this paper; see Fig. 3 for details. Thus, the super-
Eddington luminosities observed in the outbursts can be
well explained within the white dwarf model and there
is no need of introducing the huge magnetic fields of the
magnetar model (Paczynski 1992; Thompson & Duncan
1995).
9. On the fiducial neutron star and white dwarf
parameters in light of recent theoretical
progress
Before concluding, we would like to introduce a word of
caution on the fiducial values adopted both for the neutron
star and the white dwarf in the above Sections. In the
intervening years much more have been learned on the
equation of state and on a more complex description of the
structure parameters of both white dwarfs and neutron
stars.
The equations of equilibrium of neutron stars, tradi-
tionally based on the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equa-
tions, have been superseded by an alternative formula-
tion based on the general relativistic Thomas-Fermi con-
ditions of equilibrium within the Einstein-Maxwell equa-
tions Rueda et al. (2011). Correspondingly, the above val-
ues of
√
I/R6 in Eq. (3) estimated int he fiducial param-
eters, leading to Eq. (13), can acquire in fact values in the
range 0.44<∼
√
I/R6/
√
If/R6f
<
∼ 0.56, where the subscript
‘f’ stands for fiducial parameter. This range corresponds
to the range of masses 0.5<∼M/M⊙
<
∼ 2.6 (Belvedere et al.
2011). Correspondingly, the magnetic field is in the range
0.44<∼B/B
NS
f
<
∼ 0.56, where B
NS
f is given by Eq. (13).
Similar considerations apply for the white dwarf case.
General relativistic white dwarfs taking into account nu-
clear, weak and electromagnetic interactions have been re-
cently constructed (Rotondo et al. 2011) following the new
equation of state for compressed nuclear matter given by
Rotondo et al. (2011). The case of rotating white dwarfs
in general relativity has been studied by Boshkayev et al.
(2011). It has been found that white dwarfs can be as
fast as PWDmin ∼ 0.3 s and as massive as Mmax ∼ 1.5M⊙;
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Fig. 9. Ratio between the observed X-ray luminosity LX and
the loss of rotational energy E˙rot describing SGRs and AXPs
by rotation powered white dwarfs. The green star and the
green triangle correspond to SGR 0418+5729 using respec-
tively the upper and the lower limit of P˙ given by Eq. (2). The
blue squares are the only four sources that satisfy LX < E˙rot
when described as rotation powered neutron stars (see Fig. 6
for details).
see Sec. 5 for details. For example, a white dwarf of
M = 1.44M⊙ rotating with period P = 3.2 s, will have an
equatorial radius Req ∼ 3604 km, polar radius Rp ∼ 2664
km, and moment of inertia I ∼ 2.9× 1049 g cm2. In this
case we will have
√
I/R6/
√
If/R6f ∼ 0.01 and therefore
B/BWDf ∼ 0.01 where B
WD
f is given by Eq. (4).
This issue is particularly relevant to the study of the
four sources in Fig. 6. These sources can be definitely
explained within a unified framework of rotating white
dwarfs with all the other SGRs and AXPs. In view of
the parameters recently obtained they may be also in-
terpreted as regular neutron stars with a barely critical
magnetic field. For these sources an option remain open
for their interpretation as white dwarfs or neutron stars.
A more refined analysis will clarify the correctness of the
two possible interpretations both, in any case, alternative
to the magnetar model.
10. Conclusions and remarks
The recent observations of the source SGR 0418+5729
cast a firm separatrix in comparing and contrasting the
two models for SGRs and AXPs based respectively on
an ultramagnetized neutron star and on a white dwarf.
The limit on the magnetic field derived in the case of a
neutron star B = 7.5× 1012 G makes it not viable as an
explanation based on the magnetar model both from a
global energetic point of view and from the undercritical
value of the magnetic field. In the white dwarf model,
the picture is fully consistent. It is interesting that the
rotational energy loss appears to approach the value of
the observed X-ray luminosity with time (see Fig. 9) as
the magnetospheric activity settles down.
The description of SGR 0418+5729 as a white dwarf
predicts the lower limit of the spin-down rate P˙ given by
Eq. (2), the surface magnetic field field is, accordingly to
Eq. (4), constrained by 1.05× 108 G < BSGR0418+5729 <
7.47× 108 G (see Fig. 3). The campaign of observations
launched by the Fermi and Agile satellites will address
soon this issue and settle in the near future this theoretical
prediction.
The characteristic changes of period ∆P/P ∼−(10−7–
10−3) and the relating bursting activity ∼ (1041–1046) erg
in SGRs and AXPs can be well explained in term of the ro-
tational energy released after the glitch of the white dwarf.
It is also appropriate to recall that fractional changes, on
scales |∆P |/P <∼10
−6 are also observed in pulsars and rou-
tinely expressed in terms of the release of rotational energy
of the neutron star, without appealing to any magnetars
phenomena; e.g. the glitch/outburst activity experienced
in June 2006 by PSR J1846-0258 (see Sec. 6).
In the magnetar model the dipole field is invoked to ex-
plain the period and the slowing down of the star leading
to enormous magnetic fields ∼ 1014–1015 G, see e.g. Fig. 5.
The steady emission as well as the transient activity needs
an additional explanation as due to the decay of strong
multipolar magnetic fields (see e.g. Tong et al. 2011, and
references therein). In the case of a model based on quark
stars, a second component represented by an accretion
disk around the star is also required to explain the ener-
getics, without appealing to ultra-strong magnetic fields
(Xu et al. 2006; Tong et al. 2011). In the case of the model
based on a rotating magnetized white dwarf, we show that
the occurrence of the glitch, the associated sudden short-
ening of the period, as well as the corresponding gain of
rotational energy, can be explained by the release of grav-
itational energy associated to a sudden contraction and
decrease of the moment of inertia of the white dwarfs,
consistent with the conservation of the angular momen-
tum. The energetics of the steady emission as well as the
one of the outbursts following the glitch can be simply
explained in term of the loss of the rotational energy, in
view of the moment of inertia of the white dwarfs, much
larger than the one of neutron stars or quark stars, see
Eqs. (8) and (9).
The observation of massive fast rotating highly mag-
netized white dwarfs by dedicated missions as the one
leadered by the X-ray Japanese satellite Suzaku (see e.g.
Terada et al. 2008c) has led to the confirmation of the ex-
istence of white dwarfs sharing common properties with
neutron star pulsars, hence their name white dwarf pul-
sars. The theoretical interpretation of the high-energy
emission from white dwarf pulsars will certainly help to
the understanding of the SGR and AXP phenomena (see
e.g. Kashiyama et al. 2011).
We have given evidence that all SGRs and AXPs can
be interpreted as rotating white dwarfs providing that the
rotational period satisfies P > PWDmin ∼ 0.3 s.
Concerning the rotational period of SGRs and AXPs,
it becomes interesting to confront our general relativis-
tic results on uniformly rotating white dwarfs (Boshkayev
et al. 2011) with the interesting work of Ostriker &
12 [Vol. ,
Bodenheimer (1968) on differentially rotating Newtonian
white dwarfs.
Regarding magnetized white dwarfs, the coupling be-
tween rotation and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities arising
from chemical separation upon crystallization may have
an important role in the building of the magnetic field of
the white dwarf Garcia-Berro et al. (2011).
We encourage observational campaigns from space and
ground for gaining understanding in the most fundamental
issue of relativistic astrophysics: the identification of the
SGRs/AXPs energy source.
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Note added after submission: We stress here the most
recent observations of PSR J1841–0500 with rotation pe-
riod P = 0.9 s. This pulsar is located at only 4′ from the
AXP 1E 1841–0451, associated to the supernova remnant
Kes 73 (see Camilo et al. 2011, for details). Such a discov-
ery represents a clear observational support for the predic-
tion of the binary scenario we introduced in Sec. 8, leading
to an SGR/AXp, a supernova remnant and an additional
neutron star or black hole. Deep searches for radio pul-
sations in the vicinities of the other sources AX J1845.0–
0258, associated to SNR G29.6+0.1, 1E 2259+586, associ-
ated to SNR G109.1–1.0 (CTB 109), and 1E 1547.0-5408
associated to SNR G327.24-0.13, are highly recommended.
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